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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

A big win in the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit for Sorna Corporation 

EAGAN, MN - September 29, 2021 - Any doubt as to the validity of Sorna’s unique, and state of the art patent portfolio 
has been answered.  The United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit confirmed the validity of Sorna’s Patent 
No. 7,965,408 titled “Medical Data Recording System.” Altamont Software had petitioned the US Patent and 
Trademark Office to invalidate the patent.  The USPTO ruled the patent is valid on May 13, 2020, and that decision was 
upheld at the Court of Appeals on September 2, 2021.  

Sorna also recently secured a large judgment against Nautilus Medical because Nautilus breached its license 
agreement with Sorna.   

Cyrus Samari, Sorna’s Executive Vice President commented, “The Court of Appeals has confirmed what we already 
knew.  Sorna is an innovator in medical data recording devices, and our technology continues to be cutting edge and 
very important to the industry. This decision provides further assurance for our OEMs, channel partners, and end-
users that they have selected a pioneering supplier.”  The ‘408 patent is the foundation of Sorna’s patent portfolio, 
and describes the innovations created by Mr. Samari at the very beginning of the company.  Sorna is very pleased with 
the results and is happy to continue to expand their products and services to help their customers.   

Frank Farrell, one of Sorna’s legal representatives stated “This is a very important victory for Sorna.  This represents a 
very clear statement from a qualified legal authority that Sorna’s patents are valid and enforceable.  Those in Sorna’s 
marketplace need to be aware of the significance of this decision.”   

For current users, please contact your sales representative to receive a full list of features.  Inquiries can be sent to 
sales@sorna.com.  

ABOUT SORNA CORPORATION 

For over 20 years, Sorna Corporation’s mission has been to make the sharing and management of digital medical 
information easier and more convenient for healthcare professionals. Sorna Corporation’s industry-leading Vertex 
software platform replaces multiple applications with one, easy-to-use, single-screen software. Vertex guides users 
through importing, sharing, burning, capturing, editing, converting, and storing data to any destination including VNA, 
PACS, and popular cloud solutions.  
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